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(lJ niversity of Delhi)
Sector-2, Phase-I, Dwarka,
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Dear Sir,
The Quotations in a two bid format (one technical and one financial bid as per the terms
and conditions attached) are invited for hiring the services of blood testing laboratory for testing
of blood sample for following parameters using relevant methods:
A.
I) Lipid Profile
2) Insulin
3) Blood Group and Rh type

4) Blood Glucose

5) Haemogloblin

B. Onsite blood collection service is mandatory.

If you are interested to provide services for the same, send your quotation in a sealed
cover to the Principal, Bhaskaracharya College of Applied Sciences. The sealed quotation

should be marked as "Quotation for "UGC Project"

Yours faithfully,

"Y\rv..-.

~V~ . '
PrIncipal

~
For Terms and Conditions please see overleaf

Offici.ting Principa l
Bhaskaracfllrya College of Applied Sciences
(University of Delhi)

Sector·2. Phil'·!. Owarka, New D.lhl.75

Telefax

25087597

1. Mention the reference number of the quotation letter/query on the college web
site and the last date for receiving the quotation on the top of the sealed cover.
2. The firm/company must be registered with the Sales Tax/Income Tax Authority
without which the guotation is liable to be rejected.
3. The quotation must bear the TIN/TANIPAN of the firm/company.
4. Please mention the period of warranty/guarantee of the item/product.
5. Quotations should be addressed in the name of the Principal, Bhaskaracharya
College of Applied Sciences, Sector-2, Phase-I, Dwarka, New Delhi - 110075.
6. Quotations received after the due date will not be considered.
7. Quotations are to be sent in two folds (a) Technical - consisting of all technical
details along with terms and conditions and (b) Financial - containing items
wise price for the items mentioned in the technical bid.
8. The Technical and Financial quotations should be sealed in a separate covers
marked as A and B respectively and both these sealed covers to be put in a
separate cover marked as C.

9. In case the product is supplied through the authorized dealer, an authorization
certificate from the manufacturer in original is mandatory.
10.Financial bids of only those bidders will be opened who are qualified in the
technical bid.
11. The successful vendors shall be required to submit their complete bank details
in the prescribed bank proforma in case the college desires to make the payment
through ECSIRTGSINIFT.
12Incomplete quotation or the ones submitted after due date would be rejected.
Any alteration! overwriting should also be avoided. The college reserves the right
to cancel any/ all quotation without assigning any reason thereof. College will not
be responsible for any postal delay.

Telefax: 25087597

13.The sealed quotation ( main cover containing the technical and financial bid
should be sent to the undersigned.
14.The decision for the placement of Order is at the discretion of the Principal of
the College.

